
DRAFTING IP LICENSES MASTER CALENDAR – SPRING 2014 

Date Lecture Topic Lecturer 

Th April 3 

Intro & Confidentiality Agreements 

Reading:  Licensing Intellectual Property 

textbook, pp 251-260 

Online materials as posted 

Cory 

Th April 

10 

Trademark Licenses 

Reading:  LIP textbook pp 101-111 

Online materials as posted 

Dan Laster 

Th April 

17 
Patent Licensing 

Reading:  TBD 

Phyllis Turner-Brim 

Cory 

Th April 

24 
Software Licensing 

Reading:  TBD 
Cory 

Th May 1 
Standards & Open Source Licensing 

Reading:  TBD 

Michele Herman* 

Cory 

Th May 8 
Copyright & Trade Secret Licensing 

Reading:  TBD 
Cory 

Th May 15 
Drafting Do’s & Don’ts 

Reading:  TBD 

Kevin Harrang** 

Cory 

Th May 22 
IP Litigation Settlement Agreements 

Reading:  TBD 

Cris Leffler 

Cory 
 

*Chief Corporate Counsel, Intellectual Ventures 

**Former Deputy General Counsel, Microsoft.  Currently on the Board of Directors, Metajure. 

How I Run The Class 

This course attempts to provide you with practical knowledge and experience in drafting intellectual 

property licenses.  This course is less about the law and more about how you draft and read agreements 

given legal context.  While I will de-emphasize reading texts and case law, I will completely emphasize 

your attendance and participation in class.  Drafting agreements and licenses is like anything else:  you 

need to practice it to become proficient.  Proficiency comes from detailed, word-by-word review of 

contracts as well as drafting.  The art of contract drafting necessarily includes the art of reading same and 

learning what is and is not important in negotiations.   

By its nature, the goal of contract is an agreement, and agreement is the essence of virtually all 

commerce.  Specializing a bit further, a license is the essence of transaction in intellectual property.  A 

license is the liberty or leave to do something.  Its existence belies both ownership of the right to give 

leave (the IP itself) and the obligation to obtain leave to do something.  We will dive into arcane 
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provisions of IP licenses down to the words and punctuation, which will hopefully give you some basic 

and constructive knowledge on how to transact in IP in the future.  And while this course will concentrate 

upon the active clauses most germane to the IP at issue, we will also cover practical concepts around 

clauses that are relevant in all contracts and drafting in general. 

To enhance your experience, I am calling upon several professionals to lead discussion on specific types 

of licenses.  I trust you will find their experience beneficial to developing your overall drafting 

capabilities. 

Grading 

Attendance is mandatory.  In my opinion, you cannot understand the nuance of drafting and reading IP 

licenses without detailed exposure to the topic.  Consequently, to pass the class you must attend at least 7 

of 8 class sessions and turn in the Project.  I understand things happen, so I will consider ways of “making 

up” a missed class, but I’d really rather not.  It will be far easier for us both if we don’t have to do that.  

The Project will take place later in the term and consist of a group exercise for teams (agree upon a term 

sheet) followed by each individual on the team drafting a license related to that term sheet.  More on this 

later in the quarter. 

About Me 

My 29 year career is pretty much summed up in doing deals as a transaction lawyer and business 

development executive.  Being closely associated with the computer and software industry (Sun, Apple, 

the start-up Be and Microsoft), virtually all of my deals involve IP to a significant extent.  I held legal 

transaction positions (virtually all in-house) for the first 15 years of my career.  Since then I have held 

various business development and management positions wherein I developed partner ecosystems and 

relationships – in other words, doing deals.  I live for cool business models and developing successful 

partner relationships through deals.  IP licensing has always been at the core of it all. 

Office Hours 

I will generally be at class well before and stay well after as folks need to meet.  If that does not work, we 

can make other arrangements.  Also, you can communicate with me through email;  

cory.vanarsdale@gmail.com as well by phone (206-605-8108). 

Where is the rest of the syllabus? 

I will be updating the syllabus over the next couple of weeks.  Sorry for the delay.  Most of what will be 

added is any specific reading in the text, sample licenses we will cover in class and materials from guest 

lecturers. 
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